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Friday, June 27, 2014 (at NINJAL)

11:00am  Registration
12:15pm  Opening remarks (Junko Ito, UCSC) - Welcome greetings - Taro Kageyama, Director, NINJAL
12:30 - 1:30pm  General Session 1 (Chair: Masao Ochi, Osaka U.)
  Masahiro Akiyama, Ehime University
  The Syntax of Focus-Doubling in Japanese
  Toru Ishii, Meiji University
  On Coordinated Multiple Wh-Questions
1:30 - 2:30pm  Poster Session 1

1:1 - Ikema Topic and Accusative Marker, an OT Analysis Kenan Celik, Yukinori Takubo, Kyoto University
1:2 - Updating Context with Sentence Initial Discourse Markers Joting Chen, Hiroshima University
1:3 - Feature reassembly of the aspectual item -teiru in JSL Atsushi Fujimori, Shizuoka University, Mineharu Nakayama, OSU, NINJAL, Koichi Sawasaki, Noriko Yoshimura, University of Shizuoka
1:4 - The Landscape of Evidentials: A rating study and OT pragmatics Yurie Hara, City University of Hong Kong, Christopher Davis, University of Ryukyus
1:5 - Parametric Variations in the Syntax of Comparatives Ryosuke Hattori, University of Connecticut
1:6 - An Empirical Investigation into the Status of 'Yori'-Constituents in Japanese Comparatives Vera Hohaus, Verena Hehl, Universität Tübingen, Toshiko Oda, Tokyo Keizai University
1:7 - On the Raising Class of Japanese Compound Verbs Hideki Kishimoto, Kobe University
1:8 - On the Interaction of Rendaku with Fortition and Lenition Yoshihisa Kitagawa, Indiana University
1:9 - Where the Nagasaki Japanese Stands Masako Maeda, Kyushu Institute of Technology, Hideki Maki, Gifu University
1:10 - Phonological and lexical contexts and the phonetic realization of [voice] in Japanese Ryo Masuda, MIT
1:11 - On Biases of Biased Polar Questions in Japanese Atsushi Oho, Rutgers University
1:12 - Embedded Topicalization and the Structure of Adverbial Clauses in Japanese Norio Nasu, Kobe City University of Foreign Studies
1:13 - Ar-intransitives as a complex verb in Japanese Fumikazu Niinuma, Moriga University, Hideya Takahashi, Iwate Prefectural University
1:14 - Wh-Movement as a Scope Determination Operation in Japanese Akihiko Sakamoto, Keita Ikarashi, Takahito Nobe, University of Tokyo
1:15 - Agree-Based Derivational Account of VPE in Japanese Kyoko Sano, University of Washington
1:16 - Nominative Objects and Interpretations of Disjunction in Child Japanese Hiroki Shimada, Meiji Gakuin University
1:17 - The Typology of Anti-Causatives Denoting Externally Caused Event from the Viewpoint of the Voice-Bur Masaki Yasuhara, University of Tsukuba

2:30 - 3:30pm  General Session 2 (Chair: Haruo Kabozono, NINJAL)
  Miwako Hisagi, MIT, Valerie Shaffer, CUNY, Shigeru Miyagawa, MIT, Hadas Kotek, MIT, Ayaka Sugawara, MIT, Dimitrios Pantazis, MIT
  Perception of Japanese vowel duration contrasts by L1 and L2 learners of Japanese: An EEG study
  Ryan Bennett, Yale University
  Foot structure and cognitive bias: An artificial grammar investigation

3:30 - 4:30pm  Poster Session 2

[2:1] Scalar implicature and restrictive focus particles Takashi Morita, MIT
[2:3] Templatic Truncation as Evidence for Parallelism Kazutaka Kurisu, Kobe College
[2:4] Working-memory constraints in the comprehension of wh-questions Edson T. Miyamoto, University of Tsukuba
[2:6] Representational approaches to Japanese CT phonotactics Gabor Pinter, Kobe University
[2:7] The metrical nature of Japanese pitch accent: Evidence from a Shizuoka dialect Clemens Poppe, University of Tokyo
[2:16] Children’s Interpretations of Lexical and Productive Causatives in Japanese Kyoko Yamakoshi, Kayoko Angata, Ochanomizu University, Kaori Miura, Kyushu Sangyo University

4:45 - 5:45pm  General Session 3 (Chair: John Whitman, NINJAL)
  Liliane Haegeman, Ghent University
  -Invited Talk- How movement restricts the encoding of information structure

6:00 - 7:00pm  Reception
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Saturday, June 28, 2014 (at ICU, Dialogue House conference room, 2nd floor)

9:00am Registration

9:30 - 11:00am General Session 4 (Chair: Tomoyuki Yoshida, ICU)

Satoshi Tomioka, University of Delaware
- Invited Talk - Remarks on Argument Ellipsis and Related Matters

Uli Sauerland, ZAS, Kazuko Yatsuhiro, ZAS
Japanese Reported Speech within the Emerging Typology of Speech Reports

11:15am - 12:15pm General Session 5 (Chair: Yurie Hara, City U of Hong Kong)

Daisuke Bekki, Ochanomizu University, Eric McCready, Aoyama Gakuin University, Narumi Watanabe, Ochanomizu University
Japanese Honorification: Compositionality and Expressivity

Megumi Ishikawa, University of Tokyo, Manabu Arai, University of Tokyo, Yuki Hirose, University of Tokyo
Shared Structural Representations for Short and Full Passives in Japanese Children and Adults

12:15 - 1:00pm Lunch

1:00 - 2:00pm Poster session 3

[3-1] [p]-driven devoicing of geminates in Japanese: Empirical data and a formal analysis
Haruka Fukazawa, Shigeto Kawahara, Keio University, Mafuyu Kitahara, Waseda University, Shinichiro Sano, Okayama Prefectural University

Kazuhiko Fukushima, Kansai Gaidai University

[3-3] Interpretations of KARE with the quantifier antecedents by Turkish speaking learners of Japanese
Baris Kahraman, University of Tokyo, Aydin Ozbek, Canakkale Onsekiz Mart University, Mineharu Nakayama, OSU, NINJAL

[3-4] Two different Approaches based on the C/D model toward the Bimodal Distribution of V07 Michinobu Matsui, Osaka Health Science University

[3-5] Prosodic Division in Japanese Compounding and Morphological Correspondence
Kohel Nishimura, Aichi Shukutoku University

Hisashi Morita, Aichi Prefectural University

[3-7] Memory load of partial representations during sentence comprehension in Japanese
Shodai Uchida, Yuki Hirose, Takane Ito, University of Tokyo, Edson T. Miyamoto, University of Tsukuba

Toshiyuki Yamada, University of Tokyo

[3-9] On the Nature of Condition on Extraction out of Argument Ellipsis Site
Hideaki Yamashita, Yokohama City University

[3-10] Remarks on Negative Morpheme in Japanese and Domain Extension within Morphological Domain
Yosuke Yoda, Kinki University

2:00 - 3:00pm General Session 6 (Chair: Haruka Fukazawa, Keio U.)
Alexei Kochetov, University of Toronto
Japanese in the Typology of Nasal Assimilation: Electropalatographic Evidence

Akiko Takemura, Kobe University, Issue Kawagoe, Kyoto Sangyo University, Shigeto Kawahara, Keio University
The perception of gemination in English word-internal clusters by Japanese listeners

3:15 - 4:15pm General Session 7 (Chair: Yoshihisa Kitazawa, Indiana)
Miyoko Yasui, Dokkyo University
Innocuousness of {XP, YP} as a root clause in Japanese and English

Hajime Ikawa, Aoyama Gakuin University
Scrambling as an operation affecting only elements with phonetic content

5:00 - 6:00pm General Session 8 (Chair: Shigeru Miyagawa, MIT)
Kazuo Okanoya, University of Tokyo
-Invited talk- Birdsong for Biolinguists

6:00 - 7:00pm Reception on the ICU campus (MC: Shigeto Kawahara, Keio U.)
-Welcome remarks- Junko Hibiya, President, ICU

Sunday, June 29, 2014 (at ICU, Honkan H-315)

9:00am Registration

9:30 - 11:00am General Session 9 (Chair: Armim Mester, UCSC)

Shinichiro Ishihara, Goethe University Frankfurt am Main
-Invited talk- On Match Constraints

Shinichiro Sano, Okayama Prefectural University
Examining Lexical and Phonological Factors on Rendaku in Spontaneous Speech

11:15am - 12:45pm General Session 10 (Chair: Hajime Ono, Tsuda College)

Satoshi Nambu, NINJAL, Kentaro Nakatani, Konan University
An experimental study on adjacency and nominative/genitive alternation in Japanese

Ayaka Sugawara, MIT, Ken Wexler, MIT
Children do not accept unambiguous inverse-scope readings: experimental evidence from prosody and scrambling in Japanese

Yuta Sakamoto, University of Connecticut
Phases, Argument Ellipsis, and "Antecedent-Contained Deletion" in Japanese

12:45 - 1:00pm Closing remarks (Shigeru Miyagawa, MIT)